Frontiers
with Peter Evans 
[Note this is a part transcript]
(Rave music plays) 

Peter Evans : These free floating oxygen molecules are like unruly visitors to a night club, under normal circumstances the cell has the ability to deal with them using "bouncers" specially designed to oust them from the cell,and that's where low level radiation can be beneficial,by helping to strengthen the security forces.It's when there are too many intruders that the cells bouncers are overwhelmed. 

Myron Pollico : When they come in even if they're large numbers,if they come in steadily,day after day,week after week,you have time to take care of them,but if they come in all at once in let's say a half hour,it overwhelms the ability of the night club owner to straighten things out. 

Peter Evans : Myron Pollico,argues then that DNA is damaged and cancers formed not because of low level radiation but as a result of our cells own metabolic processes.Radiation in fact, boots our cellular defences and makes cancers less likely. Now the idea that the body can cope with potentially damaging external forces goes back to the 1950s and 60s when experiments with animals showed that otherwise toxic substances seemed to increase their growth.
(Splashing noises)
There were a lot of Hollywood B movies at the time featuring ants and mice as big as buildings, screaming starlets and square jawed heroes coming to rescue them from their horrific fate etc etc.
(B movie horror music plays) 
Professor Pollico seems to be reviving an old idea with his contention that radiation acts to reinforce our cell's defences.Abel Gonzalez is sceptical.Given that we humans have evolved in an environment awash with low level radiation,it would he says be surprising if we hadn't developed natural DNA repair mechanisms,and exposing these mechanisms to radiation may serve to prime them for higher doses.But beyond that,radiation then has adverse effects. 

Abel Gonzalez : If you have a given level of radiation and then a flash of radiation the cell with a previously given level of radiation prepares itself to correct the damage created by the second flash of radiation.This is a process that is called in science "adaptive response".If you are affected by radiation before getting a flash of radiation,you will be better protected.But the protection is not absolute,there is adaptive response,but adaptive response is not infinite. Some of the cells remain altered. 

Peter Evans : So here again we have scientists divided over the effects of low level radiation on the body's cellular machinery.In the blue corner; radiation does no harm,and in fact can confer protection,in the red;it can do irretrievable damage to our DNA. You've every right to be wondering what on Earth is the truth about radiation.Scientists too, are clearly not as one on the issue of LNT and the health risks of low level exposure.Having heard with you the evidence for and against the LNT hypothesis,I really can't say I'm sure which side I favour.If I had to pass a law on the matter I think I'd want a bit more time to reconsider.For one thing,if you do away with the non-threshold idea,in favour of a threshold for low level radiation,where exactly would you draw the line? What should it be and indeed who should set it? 

Abel Gonzalez : This is a cul-de-sac as the French will say,maybe in 20 years or 50 years time,somebody will get the very good news for all of us that radiation is not bad for you but good for you,that radiation is the new elixir of life,or (indistinct),maybe this will happen,and that fellow certainly will get the Nobel prize and then everybody will be happy,but for the time being that fellow does not exist! Now,the fact that there is no threshold in the sense of the biology is concerned,this does not necessarily mean that the regulatory authorities have the obligation to introduce a threshold for their judgments.The problem of these regulatory authorities is that they don't want to take that responsibility on their shoulders.But they have the obligation to say,"This situation is safe,and there is a threshold,below this is safe,above this is not safe". Every single regulator in human life does that.The nuclear regulator doesn't want to do it. 

Peter Evans : Abel Gonzalez implies that the problem with setting thresholds isn't so much scientific as political.No regulatory body seems prepared to declare a safe limit to low level radiation because wherever you set it,you'll be open to criticism and opposition.Bernard Cohen though,believes that thresholds should be set,and LNT scrapped,for economic as much as scientific reasons. 

Bernard Cohen : This is not a trivial problem for example in the US there getting ready to spend hundreds of billions of dollars to clean up government facilities and the only value in doing this is to avoid this low level radiation.So this is a tremendous expense being wasted if low level radiation is not harmful.If you say "How can you regulate radiation,if you don't know what the threshold is?",well the same question arises for air pollution,how do we regulate air pollution when we don't know what the threshold is? We set some threshold that we feel is well below the level at which their is known to be harmful effects,and live with it.It gives the public confidence that they're being fairly well protected,which they are. 

Peter Evans : Does it really help public confidence? I mean,suppose you set some sort of threshold,people might live in an area where radon,or they might live at altitude where cosmic radiation is such that they are quite near the threshold.Does that mean that they are quite prone,if they were to go skiing a lot,and go to high altitudes and tip themselves over the threshold,do you think you might not get a lot of sort of perceived public fear really? 

Bernard Cohen : Well.... 

Peter Evans : I mean the LNT does at least have the advantage.if I may...you know,of just sort of simplicity in terms of selling a theory to the public? 

Bernard Cohen : No question it's simple! (laughs) Well all I can do is point to air pollution,I don't see people that are deathly scared of air pollution,at least in the Pittsburgh area they have certain allowable levels of air pollution,which are certainly not perfectly safe,but the public seems to be convinced that that level of air pollution is acceptable. [Perhaps it's because there is A control rather than NO control,and the number of problems due to toxic air is perceived to be small,and thus that the limits are set in the right place -LB] 

Peter Evans : Acceptability of course is the name of the game,if you're a law maker or regulator,you have to frame policy in such a way that the majority of people agree with you,that's democracy and the way to stay in power.The big drawback to scrapping LNT regulations for Spinyo Yarawuski is a widespread fear of all forms of radioactivity. A phenomenon he calls "radiophobia". 

Spinyo Yarawuski : There are many factors which led to it,because we should remember that before the first er...second world war there was no radiophobia,there was just some opposite phenomenon,everybody was loving radioactivity and radiation,and there was even a great exaggeration with the stuff,and the use of radiation as we know from history. 
(Advert plays starting with echo feedback)
"The Revegator-the millions of tiny rays that are continuously given off by this ore,penetrate the water and form this great health element-radioactivity.All the next day the family is provided with real helpful radioactive water,nature's way to health"
[Sounds a bit like "put a crystal in the water to purify it"-see gem.html and trickers.html at Xoom -LB]
(Geiger counter sounds) 
"Vidor radium suppositories,weak discouraged men,now bubble over with joyous vitality through the use of glands and radium.Try them and see what good results you get." 

Spinyo Yarawuski : All this changed after the second world war,this was not only the because people were afraid of the effects of what happened over there in Hiroshima and Nagasaki,but also this was manipulation of those people who had the nuclear weapons in hand.If you are a nuclear power,you wish to use it as a kind of repellent you see.Because of it there was this menace of radiation,was one of the greatest tools in the time of the cold war,which was used efficiently by politicians,this was a kind of psychological weapon. 

Peter Evans : So we have statistics,biology,economics,radiophobia and a host of other issues to consider when deciding on the impact of low level radiation and how it should be regulated. Professor Brian Wynn studies risk perception [See reith992.html @xoom -LB] in his capacity as research director of the Centre for the Study of Environmental Change at Lancaster University.I suggested to him that most people would probably play safe and leave well alone,keeping LNT as the basis for regulating low level radiation emissions.Would that be his view? 

Brian Wynn : I think it's a pretty unsafe thing to say that we should leave things as they are all the time.Of course,as is already happening,you know,the authorities,the international and the UK responsible bodies are always reviewing the evidence in any case,as it moves along as a result of further studies. 

Peter Evans : Imagine you're the judge summing up and directing the jury.... 

Brian Wynn : Yes. 

Peter Evans : ...to come to their verdict to keep LNT or not to keep LNT,what would be your kind of final words to them? 

Brian Wynn : Well,that's a big question er...look at this question in its right context,in other words look at it against the questions of what are the benefits and needs of the activities that give rise to the risks.In the case of natural exposures like to radon in the home,what is the wider perspective on how easy it is to avoid that risk.Then you don't need to bother with the experts in disagreement,because you can say "Well it really is irrelevant,because we can avoid the risks so easily". [In other words do your own cost benefit analysis and realise you are capable of taking unilateral action that fulfils your own aims -LB] 

Peter Evans : There's quite a lot of anti-science at the moment [see maddox1.html @xoom - LB]..... 

Brian Wynn : Mmmm. 

Peter Evans : ...and there's a sort of....when we're asking scientists,we're both blaming them and imploring them,at the same time aren't we? 

Brian Wynn : Mmmm.Mmm.Yes. 

Peter Evans : We're saying,"You're responsible for this stuff,but please give us an answer to get out of it". 

Brian Wynn : Mmm.Mmm,yes. 

Peter Evans : But there is a sort of duality in people's heads about science,at the moment and it's getting quite strong isn't it? 

Brian Wynn : I think you're absolutely right,first of all,that we do have this kind of ambivalence,and this is where I feel that very often as I say,there is a gap between say the typical policy maker or the political...the ministers kind of demand on the scientific advisor,or the media headlines pressure on science which is "Give us a black and white answer,we want certainty",but there's a gap between that and what the typical member of the public actually is expecting,which I think is something which is much more accommodating than that,actually much more grown up,which is a recognition of the idea that well,scientists don't necessarily know it all.You know? 

Peter Evans : So people often say "Oh science has been toppled off it's pedestal".You're saying there's actually a merit in that,it comes down and walks on the same ground as the rest of us? 

Brian Wynn : Well,yes,but it has a particular role to play,and we shouldn't imagine,as I say,if it's walking on the same ground as the rest of us,that we can therefore substitute ourselves for the scientists.We can't make those scientific judgments,those have to be made by scientists who are in the field and competent at it.But at the same time they need to be ready to expose their work,if it's going to go into the public domain they need to have their work exposed,and be ready to expose their assumptions.So for example,you know the issue of well even the best kind of laboratory science,there's always an open question as to whether that is an adequate representation of a risk situation which exists in the real world,because the real world is always going to be more complex,and more contingent than a laboratory situation. 

Peter Evans : The continuing debate over the effects of low level radiation on human health, the pronounced differences of opinion among well qualified scientists,tell us a great deal about the very imprecise nature of a lot of research.We tend to imagine that scientists form one big community,all rowing in the same direction,to push the bow wave of knowledge ever forward,but it really doesn't work like that. There are often mavericks,setting a slightly different course,dissidents moving in totally the opposite direction,and observing their efforts,are people like you and me,trying to make sense of this complex process of exploration.So far as low level radiation is concerned,having heard the evidence from both sides,I'm convinced there are no black and white scientific answers as yet,perhaps there never will be.But policies have to be reviewed,made,and updated.So if you were a policy maker,responsible for framing radiation safety regulations,what would you do? 

Narrator : Frontiers was presented by Peter Evans and produced by Paul Arnold,and if you would like to comment on any of the issues raised ,you can Email the science unit at scirad@bbc.co.uk or write to them at BBC Bush House,London,and they'll pass on your comments to the scientists and policy makers featured in tonights programme.



